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Abstract 
A class of processes with a time varying spectral representation is established. As an example 
we study time varying autoregressions. Several results on the asymptotic norm behaviour and 
trace behaviour of covariance matrices of such processes are derived. As a consequence we 
prove a Kolmogorov formula for the local prediction error and calculate the asymptotic 
Kullback Leibler information divergence. 
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1. Introduction 
There exists a large variety of statistical techniques for stationary processes (e.g. 
methods based on the spectrum or methods based on parametric models, such as 
ARMA models). These techniques are usually well investigated and therefore very 
often used in applications. Even in situations where it is obvious that a nonstationary 
model is more adequate, stationary models and techniques are used frequently (e.g. 
after removing trends or by looking at segments of the data). An example is the LPC 
(linear predictive coding) approach to signal processing where autoregressive models 
are fitted locally to the data (Thomson and de Souza, 1985). However, in the 
theoretical treatment of the estimates it is usually assumed that the data are coming 
from a stationary sequence. 
In this paper we set up a more realistic framework for such considerations by 
assuming that the observed process has a time varying spectral representation similar 
to the one for stationary sequences. Such an approach was first suggested by Priestley 
(1965) (also Priestley (1981)). However, the approach of Priestley does not allow for 
rigorous local asymptotic considerations. This is important for handling in a satisfac- 
tory way the difficult expressions arising in the statistics for such processes. To 
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overcome these problems we suggest in this paper to consider a triangular array of 
data. To clarify our view we give an example. 
Suppose that we observe 
Xt = g(t)Xt-1 + ~t with etiidN(0, G 2) 
for t = 1 . . . .  , T. Inference in this case means inference for the unknown function g on 
the grid { 1 . . . .  , T}. It is obvious that an asymptotic approach where T ~ oo is not 
suitable for describing a statistical method since future "observations" of g(O do not 
necessarily contain any information on g(O on {1 . . . .  , T}. On the other hand we need 
some kind of asymptotics which simplifies the situation (in order to compare .g. least 
squares estimates with maximum likelihood estimates in a parametric model 
g(t) = go(t)). 
Analogous to nonparametric regression it seems natural to set down the asymptotic 
theory in a way that we "observe" g(t) on a finer grid (but on the same interval), i.e. 
that we observe the process 
(1.1) 
(where g is now rescaled to the interval [0, 1)]. 
To define a general class of nonstationary processes which includes the above 
example we may try to take the time varying spectral representation 
X,,T = # + exp(i2t) A ,2 d~(2). (1.2) 
(similar to the analogous representation for stationary processes). However, it turns 
out that the Eq. (1.1) has not exactly but only approximately a solution of the form 
(1.2). We therefore only require that (1.2) holds approximately which leads to the 
definition of a locally stationary process given in Section 2. 
Furthermore, we prove in Section 2 a uniqueness property of the spectral repres- 
entation and define the time varying spectral density of the process. We also show that 
time varying ARMA models are locally stationary. 
In Section 3 we discuss ome properties of Gaussian locally stationary processes. In 
particular, we calculate the local prediction error and show that a local Kolmogorov 
formula holds (Theorem 3.2). Furthermore, we calculate the asymptotic Kullback- 
Leibler information divergence of two locally stationary sequences (Theorem 3.4) and 
the limit of the Fisher information matrix (Theorem 3.6). 
To establish these results we need several properties on matrix norms and traces of 
covariance matrices of locally stationary processes. These properties are proved in 
Section 4. The significance of these results goes beyond this paper since they form e.g. 
the basis for a comprehensive treatment of the maximum likelihood estimator for such 
processes (Dahlhaus, 1996a). 
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2. Locally stationary processes 
Definition 2.1. A sequence of stochastic processes Xt, r (t = 1, . . . ,  T)  is called locally 
stationary with transfer function A ° and trend/~ if there exists a representation 
(;t Xt.T = /t + exp(i2t)  A°r(2)d~()d (2.1) - - re  
where 
(i) ~(2) is a stochastic process on [ -n ,n ]  with ~(2) = ~( -2 )  and 
cum{d~(21), ~ '  ' ( ~ )  . . . . .  dc_(zk)~ =q ),j hk(21 . . . . .  2k-1)d21 ' "d2k  
j 1 
where cure{. - -} denotes the cumulant of kth order, hi =0,  h2(,~,)= 1, 
]hk(21 . . . .  ,)-k 1)1 ~ constk for all k and q(2) = ~i= _~ 6(2 + 2nj) is the period 2n 
extension of the Dirac delta function. 
(ii) There exists a constant K and a 2n-periodic function A:[0, 1] x E ~ C with 
A(u, - )d = A(u,2) and 
sup l All v (;t) -- A (t/T,)~)1 <<- K T -~ (2.2) 
for all T. A(u, 2) and #(u) are assumed to be continuous in u. 
The smoothness of A in u guarantees that the process has locally a "stationary 
behaviour". Below we will require additional smoothness properties for A, namely 
differentiability in both components. 
In the following we denote by s and t always time points in the interval [1, T ] while 
u and v are time points in the rescaled interval [0, 1], i.e. u = tiT. 
To give a simple example of a locally stationary process let Y, be a stationary 
sequence with spectral representation 
g, = exp (i2t) A(2)d~(2) 
and tl, ~: [0, 1] --. ~ be continuous. Then 
is locally stationary with A°T()~) = A( t /T ,2 )  = (r ( t /T)A(2) .  If II, is an AR(2) process 
with (complex) roots close to the unit circle then Y, shows a periodic behaviour and 
a may be regarded as a time varying amplitude function of the process Xt. T. If T tends 
to infinity more and more cycles of the process with u = t iT  ~ [Uo - ~,, Uo + ~,], i.e. 
with amplitude close to a(u0), are observed. 
Asymptotics of this kind have frequently been used e.g. in nonparametr ic  regression 
where Y, is iid and a usually is assumed to be constant. For a similar example in a time 
series context see Robinson (1989). 
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In particular, the above definition does not mean that a fixed continuous time 
process is discretized on a finer grid as T tends to infinity. If/~ and A ° do not depend 
on t and T then X does not depend on T as well and we obtain the spectral 
representation of a stationary process. Thus, the classical asymptotic theory for 
stationary processes i a special case of our approach. 
There are similarities of our definition to Priestley's definition of an oscillatory 
process (see Priestley (1981), Chapter 11), for other approaches see Cohen (1989) and 
Tjostheim (1976). However, there is a major difference and it is that we consider 
double indexed processes and we also make use of asymptotic considerations. While 
Priestley's concern was a stochastic representation f the process itself our concern is 
mainly a representation which allows for a rigorous asymptotic treatment of statist- 
ical inference problems. A deeper justification of our approach and a comparison with 
the approach of Priestley can be found in Dahlhaus (1996b, Section 3). One important 
consequence of this asymptotic approach is a uniqueness property of our spectral 
representation (proved below). 
The Wigner-Ville spectrum for fixed T (Martin and Flandrin, 1985) is 
fr(u, )~):= ~ ~= Cov(XIuT s/21,T, Xt,,r+,/21,r)exp(-i2s), 
where X~,r is defined by (2.1) (with A°r(2) = A(0, 2) for t < 1 and A°r(2) = A(1, 2) 
for t > T). Below we prove that fr(u, 2) tends in squared mean to 
f(u, 2): = IA(u, 2)] 2 , 
the spectrum which corresponds to the spectral representation. Therefore we call 
f(u, 2) the (time varying) spectral density of the process. 
Theorem 2.2. l f  Xt, r is locally stationary and A(u, 2) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous 
in both components with index c~ >1 then we have for all u6 (0, 1) 
f ~ [fr(u, 2) - f (u ,  2)12d2 = o(1). (2.3) 
Proo~ We have 
= (1/AS) At. r -  ~/2~, r (~) A~,,T + ~/2Lr (#) dl~ fr(u, 2) 2nn s= exp(-- i2s) exp " o 
oo - -TT  
and 
1 ~ f~ f(u, 2) = ~nns  exp( - i2s )  exp(ilzs)A(u, I~)A(u, #)dlt. 
After replacing A ° by A we therefore have 
Ifr(u, 2 ) - f (u ,  2) j2dR=~n ]cs +o(1) 
- -~  s=- -oc  
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with c~ = exp(il~s)g(s/2T, l~)d# and 
r~ 
g ,/l =A u+~, /~ A u 2-T' 
where A(u, tO = A(0, p) for u <0 and A(u,l~)= A(1, p) for u> 1. By a standard 
argument for Fourier coefficients (Bary, 1964, Chapter 2.3) we obtain Ic~[ ~< Cs -~ and 
therefore 
Ic~l 2 = O(n  2~+1)) .  
s=n 
s 1 Let A,(2) = ~r=oexp(- i2r) .  Summation by parts gives 
Z Icsl 2= 
s~O g 
exp(i(2-#)s)g ,2 9 ,/~ d2d/~ 
s=O 
s 2 s 
_ (~T I , )  "~ f s -1  
n -1  ~ n -1  = 
I 12- The  same holds for }~s=, c s Choosing a suitable n gives the result. [] 
Usually, Jr (u, 2) does not converge pointwise to f(u, 2). This can be seen from the 
example A(u, 2) = 1 and A°r(2) = 1 + (1/T)e -ia(2t-rl. In this casef~(½,0) --* 2. 
Theorem 2.2 has an important consequence for the uniqueness of the spectral 
representation (2.1). It is well known (Priestley, 1981, Chapter 11.1) that the spectral 
representation (2.1) is not unique. However, Theorem 2.2 says that if there exists 
a spectral representation f the form (2.3) with a smooth A(u, 2) then ]A(u, 2)] 2 is 
uniquely determined from the whole triangular array (there may exist other non- 
smooth representations). Furthermore, it is the limit of the Wigner-Ville spectrum 
(with the asymptotics of this paper). Since #(u) is the mean of the process it is also 
uniquely determined. If in addition the process ~(2) is non-Gaussian then even A(u, 2) 
is uniquely determined which may be proved similarly by considering higher-order 
spectra. 
Inspection of the above proof shows that only the values of X,. T in the time interval 
" 
u- ,u + 
contribute to f(u, 2). Since the length of this interval tends to zero and A(u, 2) is 
smooth the observations become "asymptotically stationary" on this interval which 
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leads to the above uniqueness. The requirement  in n/T ~ 0 defines in some sense 
the interval on which the observations can be considered as stationary. 
We feel that our approach describes mathematically very well what people mean 
when they speak of the spectrum at a timepoint to of a nonstationary process 
X1, .. . ,  Xr.  Since the process is nonstationary only a few points around to may have 
the same spectral structure. It is clear that the probability structure of these few points 
does not specify a spectral density uniquely. This is on!y guaranteed by an infinite 
number of observations. Our approach says that f(u, 2) = [A(u, )~)j2 is the spectral 
density if one had infinitely many observations of the same kind at a fixed time point. 
We now prove that time varying AR processes are locally stationary in the sense of 
the above definition. Consider the following system of difference quations: 
P t t 
where ao(u) - 1 and the et are independent random variables with mean zero and 
variance l. We assume that ~r(u) and the aj(u) are continuous on N with ~(u) = ~r(0), 
aj(u) = aj(0) for u <0; ~(u)= or(l), aj(u)= a./(1) for u >1, and differentiable for 
u ~ (0, 1) with bounded erivatives. 
Since et is an iid sequence we have a representation 
e, = exp(i2t)(2~) 1/2 d~(2) for all t 
with ~(2) as in Definition 2.1. Our goal is to prove that (2.1) holds with ( )1 
A(u, 2)::= x/2z 1 +.i=1-- a./(u)exp(- i j2) (2.5) 
We now demonstrate he situation for the case p = 1. Direct verification shows that 
Xt,  T 1= P "~- exp(i2t)A°T(2)d~.(2) 
with 
A°T(2) = 1 /x~ ~ (--1) / al a exp(- - i2{)  
f=o -Y -  -U -  
is a solution of Eqs. (2.4). Straightforward calculation gives 
i.e. X,, r is locally stationary in the sense of Definition 2.1 (the log a T can be dropped 
see Theorem 2.3 below). The situation for general p is much more difficult. The 
existence of a purely nondeterministic solution of (2.4) for general p is usually 
answered under conditions on the Green's function of the autoregressive operator 
(Miller, 1968; Hallin, 1978, 1986; Melard, 1985). Kiinsch (1995) has proved that 
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Eqs. (2.4) have a solution of the form 
with~¢=oLO~,r,zl < oo uniformly in t and r i f~=oa j (u )z~ # 0for alllzl ~<l + cwith 
c >0 uniformly in u and the a~(u) are continuous in u. Replacing ~, / in (2.6) by the 
left-hand side of (2.4) divided by a(t/T) leads to 
( ,,,=o, 
Ot. 7,t- jaj  . t - - f+ j  a = (2.7} 
j=o T T if / :#0  
with ~b,,r,/-j = 0 i f /< j .  As above we obtain the spectral representation 
with 
i X,,r = Ix + exp(i2t)A°r()~)dg()~) g 
1 
)_., ~,,r.e exp( - i )d ) .  A°r ( ) ' ) -  ~ /= °
Part (i) of the following theorem now gives the local stationarity of X,, :r. In part (ii) we 
prove an additional property needed in Dahlhaus (1996a) for the treatment of 
maximum likelihood estimates (V denotes the gradient with respect o 0). 
Theorem 2.3. (i) Suppose that ~=oaj(u)z J # O.lbr all [zl <<, 1 + c with c >0 uniformly 
in u and the coefficient functions a~(u) are continuous on ~. Then the difference quations 
(2.4) have a solution of the lbrm (2.1) with A(u, ),) as in (2,5) and time varying spectral 
density 
exp02)) -2 2(u) ~" aj(u) " f(u, x) = ~ 
j=O 
(ii) (f in addition the aj(u) depend on a parameter 0 E O c ~ and the components of 
a~, V a~, V 2 a~ are d{fferentiable in u E (0, 1) with uniformly hounded erivatives, then 
t,a -A  t 
.lbr k = 1, 2. 
Proof. The existence of a solution of the form (2.6) follows from KiJnsch (1995). It is 
straightforward to show that the components of Ao, VAo, and V 2 Ao are differentiable 
in u and ~ with uniformly bounded erivatives. Since X,, r fulfills difference quations 
(2.4) we obtain 
(t) 
j=O 
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for all t ~ 7/, T e ~, 2 ~ ( - ~, ~]. Since 
~ -~--~o aJ(T) exp(- i2j)A(~, 2) 
= ~__~o aj (T)exp(- i2 j )  A (~,  2) 
+ ~oaJ(T)exp(- i2 j ){A(T,2 ) - A (~,2)}  
for all t, T and 2, we get 
j~=oaJ(T)exp{i2(t-J)}fA°-~.r(2)-A(~J,)')} 
= ~a,(~)exp{i2(t--j)}{A(-~,2)- 
\ - - i )  
=:O'(T)a,r(2) with a,,r(2)=0 for t~<0. 
We set a, . r  ( , t) := {a°r( , t )  - A(t/g, ,t)} exp(i2t). It follows with {2.7) that 
a,,~(~) = ~ g,,,~,f a,_f,T(;0. 
g=0 
Since a,,r(,0 = o ( r  't uniformly in t and 2 this gives 
suPt.a A°r(2) - A(T'2) = O(T-1)' 
i.e. we have proved (i). To prove (ii) we proceed similarly. Let A(t/T, 2)' denote the 
derivative with respect o 01. Eq. (2.8) implies 
~=oa,(T)exp{i2(t-.J)}{A,°-,,r(2)'-A(~-J, 2) ' } 
= ~=oa,(T)exp{i2(t-J)}{A(T,2)'-A(~,2) '} 
+ ~o a,(T) 'exp{- i2j){A (T, 2 ) - A°,,r (2)} 
=:~(t'~6°'(2) with ,St', =0 fort~<0. 
We set a (l> t~ .= {aOr(2) ' _ a(tlT, 2)'}exp(i2t). It follows that t, T ~,'~1 
E=O 
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Since z¢1} t~l = O(T - 1) uniformly in t and ,l this leads to 
sup At, r(/~) -A  ,2 - - -o ( r -1 ) ,  
1,2 
which implies (ii) for k = 1. For k = 2 the result is proved analogously. [] 
The representation for a MA process can be obtained easily from the above 
representation for e,. It is 
(;) X~,r = ~ + exp(i2t)A°r(it)d~(2) 
-- Tt 
with 
A ° " -  bj ~ exp( - i2 j ) .  t ,T (2 )  = A ,2 - -~  
where bj(u) are  the coefficients of the MA part. In the mixed ARMA case we can 
combine the above arguments which leads to the above representation with 
sup,,~ A" . r ( )0 -A(T , )~)  =O(T-~) ,  
where 
a(u) ~=obj(u)exp(- i2j)  
A(u, 2) - ,~/~.  ~=0 a~(u)exp ( -i),j)" 
The above results are surprising and interesting since without our frameworkf(u, 2)
as in Theorem 2.3 cannot be interpreted as the spectral density of a time varying AR 
process (Melard and Herteleer-de Schutter, 1989). f(u, 2) from Theorem 2.3 is usually 
called instantaneous spectrum of a time varying AR process, The definition was 
motivated by the relationship between a stationary AR process and the theoretical 
spectrum of the process (Kitagawa and Gersch, 1985). Theorem 2.3 gives a theoretical 
justification for this definition. 
3. The Kuilback-Leibler information divergence 
Suppose we observe data X l , r  . . . .  ,Xr.T and fit a locally stationary model to the 
data e.g. a time varying AR model where the parameters a~ (u), Oo(U) and fro(U) depend 
on a finite dimensional parameter 0 ~ O c Ep (all functions may be e.g. polynomials in 
time with the parameters being the coefficients). Suppose we estimate the parameters 
by maximizing the likelihood. Then there are several important questions related to 
the Kullback-Leibler information divergence .g. the problem what happens if the 
model is not correct or the aspect of model selection. To be precise let 
U,r(A,B ) {ffexp{12(r s)}A°.T()OB°,T()t ) ~},= ..... = -- d~ r~ 1 T 
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If the true process is locally stationary with transfer function A ° and trend function/~, 
then Z = ZT (A, A) is the true covariance matrix of the process. Suppose the model is 
Gaussian and has transfer function A0 ° and trend function #0. Then Zo = ST(Ao, Ao) is 
the model covariance matrix. The maximum likelihood estimate is 
OT := arg min 50T (0) 
0~0 
where 
LOT(0):- 
T 
- - -- Gaussian log likelihood 
1 2 1 1 
= ~log(rt)  + ~ logdet  Z0 + ~-~(X-  po)'Zo ~ (X -  i~o) (3.1) 
with X = (X1, r . . . . .  Xr, r)' and ~o = (p0 ( I /T) . . . .  , I~o (T/T ))'. Under certain regular- 
ity conditions Or will converge to 
0o "= arg min 5 °(0) 
0~O 
where 
LO(0) '= lim E ST(O) 
T~,  
(Dahlhaus, 1996a, Theorem 2.3). If the model is correct, i.e. A ° = A°, and/~ =/~* then 
typically 0o = 0". It is therefore important to calculate LO(0) which is equivalent to the 
calculation of the Kullback-Leibler information divergence. This is done in Theorem 
3.4. For this calculation we need a result on the local prediction error derived in 
Theorem 3.2. This result is a generalization of Kolmogorov's formula for stationary 
processes (Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Theorem 5.8.1). As an application the best 
approximating parameter 0o is calculated in the situation where a stationary model is 
fitted to a nonstationary process (Example 3.5). The results are also important with 
respect o model selection since an estimate of LO(OT) usually serves as a model 
selection criterion. 
If the model is correct hen the estimator Ow is called Fisher efficient if its asymptotic 
covariance matrix is equal to the limit of the Fisher information matrix 
F : = lim T Eoo (V L°T (0o)) (V LOT (00))' 
T~ 
F is calculated in Theorem 3.6. More generally, a LAN property is proved in 
Dahlhaus (1996a). Suppose now that the true process fulfills 
Assumption 3.1. X1,T . . . . .  Xr, r are realizations of a locally stationary process with 
transfer function A ° where the corresponding A is bounded from below and has 
uniformly bounded erivative 
0 
- - - -A  
0u02 
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and mean function # which has uniformly bounded derivative, f (u,  2)= IA(u, 2)[ 2 
denotes the time varying spectral density of X,. r. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose Assumption 3.1 holds with I~(u) = O. 
(i) Let f(t. T be the best linear predictor of Xt. T given X1. T . . . .  , X t -  1, T and vt. 7" be the 
prediction error, i.e. vt, r = E(Xt . r  - )(t.r) 2. Then 
(;)1 V,.r = exp log2rtJ ,)~ d2 + o,(1) + OT(1) 
where the o,(1) term is uniform in T and the or(l) term is uniform in t. 
(ii) Furthermore, we have 
lim --l l ogdetZr (A ,A)  = ~ log2nf(u ,  2)d2du.  
Theorem 3.2(i) is a nonstationary version of Kolmogorov's formula (Brockwell and 
Davis, 1987, Theorem 5.8.1). It is proved in the appendix. The Kolmogorov formula 
for processes with an evolutionary spectral representation i  the sense of Priestley has 
been stated by Subba Rao (1973). He has looked at the prediction error given the 
whole (infinite) past of the series. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose Assumption 3.1 holds and B ° (together with the corresponding B) 
and v fu!fill the same smoothness assumptions as A'  and t~, respectively. Then we have 
with 
1 
Y r = ~ (X - v)' ZT (B, B)-  1 (X - v), 
lflf  ~ ]B(u,f(u' 2) ~lfi(/2(u)-v(u))2 EYr = ,:o)l~ d2du + ~B(~ o~ du 
+O(T  1/aln4 T) 
and 
var Yr  = O(T  1). 
Proof. We have with Z'a : ~v T (A, A) and 2;B = ff, T(B, B) 
1 2 
YT = -~ (X -- ~,)' Z,; 1 (X -- ~) + ~ (X -- ~)' Z i '  (t* - vt 
1 
+ -~ (~ - v ) ' z i  1 (~ - v) 
leading with Lemma 4.8 to the assertion for EYr .  In the Gaussian case the first two 
terms are independent with 
1 2 
var ~ (X - / , ) '  -r i l  (X -/*) = ~-5 tr {(ZA 7. g ,)2} 
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and 
1 1 
var ~ (X - 11)' Sg I (p - v) = ~ (p - v)' S~ ~ SA S~ ~ (p -- V) 
leading again with Lemma 4.8 to the assertion for vat YT, The non-Gaussian case 
needs more technical considerations. Since the behaviour of var YT is less important in 
this paper we omit the proof. []. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that Assumption 3.1 holds and the model consists of locally 
stationary processes with transfer function A ° and trend function I~o that also fulfills 
Assumption 3.1. Then we have with fo (u, 2) = ]Ao(u, 2)[ 2 
~(0) = lira E~T(O) = ~-~n j o j ~ [log4n2 ~(u, 2) + ~>O~uu 
~ f0(, ~)J 
and 
i ~1(po(U)-- P(u))2du 
+ 47ZJo fo(u, O) 
~(0)- - ,~(0)  
in probability. 
Proof. The assertions follow immediately from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3. [] 
In the same way Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 lead to the asymptotic Kull- 
back Leibler information divergence of two locally stationary Gaussian processes 
(for a discussion in the stationary case see Parzen (1983)). If X1,T, ... ,XT.T 
()~1, r . . . .  , )~T, T) are locally stationary Gaussian processes with densities g (g), spec- 
tral densities f=  ]A[Z(f  -- ]~[2) and trend functions /~(~) then we obtain for the 
asymptotic Kullback-Leibler information divergence in the same way 
1 g 
D(f[t,f ,#) = lim -~Eolog-z 
T~x~ g 
1 f a(,~ ~, ff(u, 2)+f(u, 2) 1}d2du 
! ( '  (~(u)--P(u))2 du 
+ 4rtJo f(u, O) 
i.e. the information divergence between two locally stationary Gaussian processes i
a distance between the spectral densities and the trend functions. Of course 0o also 
minimizes D(fo, Po,f,#), i.e. 0o is the value such that )Co  and /tOo are the best 
approximations of the truefand p in the sense of the above distance. This is the value 
to which the maximum likelihood estimate converges if the true process is not in the 
fitted model. This is proved in Dahlhaus (1996a). The above distance is the time 
average of the Kullback-Leibler divergence in the stationary case (Parzen, 1983). 
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Example  3.5. Suppose that the model is stationary, i.e.fo(2) '=/o(u, )~) and m'= #o(U) 
do not depend on u. Then 
Lf(0) = ~ log4rt2 f0()0 + ~°f(u'~-)dU~d2 + ,(o(0) -1 (m - ~t(u)) 2 du 
f0(;.) ) 
i.e. mo = ~lotL(u)du, andS,,,(2) is the best approximation to the time integrated true 
spectrum. 
The technical results used in the proof of Theorem 3.4 also enable us to calculate the 
limit of the Fisher information matrix. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that Assumption 3.1 holds with A = Aoo, # = #oo and that also 
Aoo and ~#0o 
fu!fill Assumption 3.1. Then we have with jo(U, 2) = IAo(u, ,:o)12 
,£ 
= (u))(VUoo(U))Joo (u, 0)du. F ~ (Vlog.[i~o)(Vlogfoo)'d2du + 9~ (Vfl0o , ,-1 
--Tt 
Proof. Let 
~So=Sr  ~Ao,Ao  +St  o ,~Ao • 
We have with Lemma 4.1 
1 1 
- -  Set(O) = ~ tr {So ~ C~ ~} - -f-~ (X - lao)' So ~ Cto s~ So ~ (X - #o) 
1 
_ 1 (X  l~o) (V~l~0)' So - . 
Therefore 
and 
1 1 V ' TE°o(Vi~T(Oo)Vj~'r(Oo)) = ~tr  {S0,, 1 '-0o¢"(i) z~,,10,, ~0off'(J)~J - - T (  i]2Oo ) z~'~,l (Vj/b/0o) • 
Lemma 4.8 now implies the result. [] 
The special form of D (jo, f )  or of 5a(0) suggests an alternative (minimum distance) 
estimate of 0o which is obtained by replacing the unknown f in 5°(0) by a non- 
parametric estimate of ./and minimizing the resulting function with respect o 0. An 
estimate of this type has been investigated in Dahlhaus (1993). 
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4. The behaviour of covariance matrices of locally stationary processes 
In this section we establish several results on matrix norms and the trace behaviour 
of Zr(A, A) and products of matrices of this type. Apart from this paper the results are 
also essential for the investigation of the maximum likelihood estimate. 
Suppose A is an n x n matrix. We denote 
[]AN sup lAx[ ['x* A* Ax~ 1/2 
= = supl-  ~- -  -/ 
xec ,~( -  xEC, \  x ?¢ / 
= [maximum characteristic root of A* A] ~/z, 
where A* denotes the conjugate transpose of A, and 
[A[ = [tr(AA*)] lie. 
If A is a real nonnegative symmetric matrix, i.e. A = P 'DP  with PP' = P 'P  --- I and 
D = diag {21, . . . ,  2,}, where 2~/>0, then we define A U2 = p'D1/zP, where D U2 - -  diag 
{x/~-~ . . . . .  x/~,}. Thus, A ~/2 is also nonnegative definite and symmetric with A a/z A ~/2 = 
A. Furthermore, A- a/2 = (A1/Z) - 1 if A is positive definite. 
The following results are well known [see e.g. Davies (1973, Appendix II) or 
Graybill (1983, Section 5.6)]. 
Lemma 4.1. Let A, B be n x n matrices. Then 
(a) Jtr(AB)l 4 iAJ [B], 
(b) ]AB] <~ tHAi] ]BI, 
(c) ]ABI <. [A[ []BH], 
(d) [IABII <~ []AH IlSll, 
(e) Ix*Axl ~<x*xllAll x~C" .  
Suppose now, that the elements of A are continuously differentiable functions of O. Then 
0 A - I=_A- I (~A~A-1  
(f) ~ \~o / ' 
(g) ~ logdetA=tr  A i A . 
Furthermore, let Lr  : N --, N, T e N +, be the periodic extension (with period 2x) of 
~r,  I:~1 ~< 1/r, 
L*(~):= 
1/1~1, 1/T ~ I:~i ~< x. 
Properties of Lr(~) are listed in Dahlhaus (1993, Lemma A.4). We remark that we 
have with a generic constant K 
f ~ Lr(~)d~ is monotone in increasing T, (4.1) 
f " L r ( f l -  ~)L~(~ + 7)dc~ < KLr ( f l  + 7)ln T, (4.2) 
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f ~ LT(~)kd~ ~< K T k-11n T ',k= 11 . (4.3) 
f 
~ N/ M k l 
LN(~)I L~t(S(~ - fl))kda <-G K ~ ln M [k= ll InS '/=11 (4.4) 
f~ 
KNInMlnS  LN(2 - lO. LN (2 - x) LN (x -- I0 LM (S (~ - x)) dx ~ S 
Furthermore, let 
N 1 
HN(f('),2):= ~ f ( s )exp( - i2s )  
s=O 
and 
(4.5) 
HN(2):= HN(1, 2). 
Lemma 4.2. Let N, T ~ N with N ~ T. Suppose 0:  [0, 1] ~ N is differentiable with 
bounded derivative. Then we have for 0 ~ t <~ N 
HN (0 (T ) ,2 )= qJ(T) H~(2) + O (supl0'(u)[NLN(2)) 
= O(. sup~ N/T 10(u)l LN(2)+ sup. I q/(u)] LN (2)). 
The same holds, if ~b(./T) is replaced on the left side by numbers Os, r with 
sup.~lG.r - ~O(s/T)l = O(T -1) .  
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.5 in Dahlhaus (1993). [] 
Essentially, we need upper bounds for the norms IIST (A, A) II and IL Xr (A, A)- 1 Ik and 
the results of Lemmas 4.5 and 4.8. If A is constant over time (stationary case) these 
results are well known. However, the time dependence causes serious technical 
problems. To establish our results we approximate Xr(A ,A)  by overlapping block 
Toeplitz matrices where the blocks are along the diagonal (Lemma 4.4). In Lemmas 
4.7 and 4.8 we use the same technique for the approximation of Z'r (A, A)- 1 
We divide the observation domain { 1 . . . . .  T } into overlapping blocks of length 
N with a shift S. At the edges we keep the shift and use a smaller block length (such 
that each observation is contained exactly in N/S blocks). 
To be specific let S be a natural number and N a multiple of S. We start by assuming 
that T can be divided by S. We use blocks of length 
LJ = { iS+ T- jS  
j = 1 . . . . .  N /S ,  
j = N/S . . . . .  T /S,  
j=  T/S . . . .  , (T + N) /S -  1 
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with midpoints 
jS/2 
is. = J jS  - N/2 
+.72 
j = 1 . . . . .  N/S, 
j = N/S . . . . .  T/S, 
j=  T/S . . . . .  (T + N) /S -1 .  
Let M = (T + N)/S - 1 be the number of blocks and us. = ts./T be the midpoints in 
rescaled time. Note, that each point is contained exactly in N/S blocks. If T cannot be 
divided by S the last N/S blocks are chosen smaller which does not affect our 
argumentation. Furthermore, let v s- e [0, 1] (usually we take vs. = us. =t jT ) ,  
W ~ (qS) = ~b (vs., 2) exp (i 2 (k - f )) d2 
-re )k , /=  1 ..... Lj 
and 
K~ ) = (0s.11Lj0S.2) 
where ILj is the Lj x Lj identity matrix and 0jl is the LS. x (ts. - LS./2) matrix with zero 
entries and 0s.2 is the Ls. x (T - ts. + Ly2) matrix with zero entries (i.e. K~ ) contains an 
Ls. x LS. identity matrix "centred" around tj). K~)X  then gives the jth block of 
observations. We define 
S M 
WT(~) = ~ j~=l K~)' W~(q~)K~' 
and set 
z~'k) (A, B) = K~) ZT (A,B) K ~ )' . 
We now approximate ZT(A, B) by WT(A,B). First, we summarize the assumptions 
used in this chapter. 
Assumption 4.3. (i)Suppose A'[0, 1 ]xE-~C is a 2n-periodic function with 
A(u, 2)= A(u , -  2) and ]A(u, 2)] >/C >0 which is differentiable in u and 2 with 
uniformly bounded derivative 
0 
~a~ A. A °,,r R --*C 
are 2~-periodic functions with 
(ii) Suppose qS" [0, 1] x N ---, C is a 2~-periodic function which is differentiable in
u and ,~ with uniformly bounded derivative 
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(iii) Suppose/~ :[0, 1] --, ~ is differentiable with uniformly bounded erivative. 
(iv) Suppose SIN --* 0 as T tends to infinity. 
Remark. All results proved in the rest of this section are uniform in the sense that the 
constants depend only on the bounds of the involved functions A, ~b and/~ and their 
derivatives and not on the particular values. 
Lemma. 4.4. Suppose A and B fulfill Assumption 4.3(i) and S/N ~ O, N In 2 NIT--* O. 
Then we have fi)r each x = (xl . . . . .  XT)'e C r as T --* 3c 
x*(Zr(A, B) - Wr(A-B))x = x*x o(1) 
where the vj in the definition ofW T may be arbitrary time points in thejth block, i.e. with 
Ivj - ujl <~ L/(2T).  As a consequence we obtain with C1 = sup,,:~ [ A(u, 2) B(u, 2)[ and 
Cz = inf,,x IA(u, 2)12 
sup IX*Zr(A,B)xl <<. 2TcC1 + o(1), 
I x l= l  
and 
inf Ix*Xr(A,A)xl  >/2gC2 + o(1) 
bxl = 1 
lIST(A, A)ll ~<2~C1 + o(1), IIZT(A, A) -111 <~(2r~C: + o(1)) -~ 
Proof. Let cr,, be the components of Xr(A, B). Straightforward considerations yield 
x*(ZT(A, B) -- WT(AB))x 
=x*  {S ~ K~),(Z~, j ) (A,B)_ W~)(A~))K~)} x 
j= l  
+ min l j -  kl , 1 ~ XjS+rCjS+r,kS+ t XkS+I 
j , k=O r, 1 
j~k  
(note that in the first expression j denotes thejth block while in the second it denotes 
the jth shift). We now show that the second term tends to zero. To show this we 
replace cr, by 
J r + t r - t)  SY' 
where 
k ), 
6(u,k)= f exp(i2k)A(u +~,  ~)B(u - - -  - 
Then the second term is bounded by 
min d ,1 
d=l  r . t=l  
~d I)~<lr '1 ~<dS 
k 2) d2. 
2T'  
_ _/r+ ! ) 
x ,c~- , r - t  x, +R 
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with a remainder R estimated below. With c*(k) := sup, ~ m, 1)[g(U,  k)[ this is bounded 
by 
T / S - I { s } d S  
2x*x ~ min d~, l  ~ c* (k)+R 
d = 1 k=(d  1)S+ 1 
N >,/~ k=l  k 
"f The first term tends to zero 1 Y~k= aC* (k) < oc.. To show this we first note that we get 
for the Fourier coefficients by a similar argument as in Bary (1964, Section 2.3) 
[~(u,k)-~(u',k)[ <.K]u-u'[(1/k) uniformly in u,u' with some constant K. Let 
u~ k) = j/ln 2 k (j = 0 . . . .  , In 2 k). Then 
<Kk ~ 1 1 oo ln2k 
c*(k) =~ ln2~ ~ + K ~ 2 [~(~/}k), [ 
k=l  1 k=l  j=O 
~<const. +K ~, sup ~, ~(u,k) 
j=0  u k = ev'5- 
The smoothness properties of A and B imply (Bary, 1964, Section 2.3) 
IV(u, k)l = O(n 1/2). 
k=n 
Therefore, the above expression is bounded. To estimate the remainder we note that 
Let 
and 
./r+, ) 
 tTr-,r-, 
=f~ exp( i2(r - t ) ) IA(T,2){B°r(2)-B(T,2)} 
.~(1) 6(2) _~_ 3(3) 
~-;  ~r , t  "~- r , t  r , t  • 
a(u, k) = A(u, 2)exp(i2k)d2 
- i t  
A,.r(k)=f~{B°r(~)--B(T,2)}exp(ikk)d2. 
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As above we have Y.k~, sup, ]a(u, k)] = O(n-112) and with the Parseval identity 
r . , -2~ ~ a , i  At.r(/ +t - r )+O(T  in 1,2). 
I/I ~<n \ 
Therefore, we obtain for the corresponding term of the remainder as an upper bound 
T T T 
~<-- Y ~ Ix, I ~ Ix, lA , . r ( t  + t - r) + x*xO(n ,:2) y.  ixrx,,S<l) K 
- r , t  27Ti/ i  ~< nr , t= l  t=  1  r= l  
t :  (;) / <~KnT1/Zx*x sup IB [ r (A) -B  ,2 12d2 +x*xO(rt-l/2). 
k t d r~ 
~Kx*x{nT 1:2 +n- i f2} .  
/ i (2)  Choosing e.g. n = T 1/4 gives convergence to zero. The term with v,., is handled 
analogously and the term with ,~(3~ ,,., can be estimated irectly by x*xO(T-  1). 
To get an upper bound for the first term of(4.6) we consider the different j separately. 
We have with rj = t~-  L f2  + 1 
"* (J)' (J'J) (A, B)) x K v (Zr (A ,B) -  WT'  KT)x 
, o = 2,,+, x,~+, A +,.r (,t) B,,+,. r ( - ) . )  
r . f=O ,a /I 'v 
Let 
L, 1 l Zk = 2 Xr,  +rexp  - i2~ kr~" 
,=o Lj ) 
We have 
= --  Zkexp i kr 
X~'+r L j  k=0 g] J  
and 
1 L, 1 Lj- 1 
LZ ~:oE I z~l 2= ,:oE I-~<,,+,l ~.
With this notation (4.7) is equal to 
,L,, f. ( ) (o L~ k./=oE ZkZ/ -. {HL,A°+..r(2),~--2 HI., Bn+..T(--).),2-- L j )  
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Lemma 4.2 implies that this is bounded by 
K- - ;~  z_. 12. z,I ;~ LL, L j /  T Lj k,/=O _LLj \ -~j 2 -- d2 
<~KlnLj L j l  (2r~(k - ~)) 
TLj k./~= o IEkz~ILL, " Lj (cf. (4.2)) 
~KlnL jL~ I 12 In Lj 
r k-O [Zk -}- K r ~ I~kz~l Ik- / I  1 
- k¢ /  
<~KLj ln2LjL ~ 1 
r=0 
This implies that the first term of (4.6) is bounded by K (N In 2 N/T  ) x* x which proves 
the first result. 
As a consequence we obtain with vj = uj and r i = tj - Ly2  + 1 
S M 
sup IX* Zr(A, B)xl <. sup ~jy~ Ix*K~r j'' W~(AB)K~'x l  + o(1) 
Ixl = 1 Ixl = 1 "= 1 
S ~ fro L~ 1 2 
~<Clsup ~ xr,+rexp(-i2r) d2+o(1)  
]x]=l N j= I  rr r=0 
which leads to the result since each xr is contained in exactly N/S blocks. The lower 
bound is obtained in the same way. Since Z = Zr(A, A) is symmetric and positive 
definite we get 
and 
][z~l] ~ H,~I/2H 2 =(sup  x*~x)~C 1 
\ lx l=l  
= - -  - sup - x*Xx  <<.C21 
x X*X  x X*~X I 1 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose A fulfills Assumption 4.3(i) and there exists a t* with xj = O for all 
.j(E{t*, ... ,t* + L}. Then we have fi)r each to ~ {t* . . . . .  t* + L} 
x*Zr (A ,A)x= ~ xjexp(i2j) 2 d2+x*xO ln2L 
j : , ,  
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.4. We only have to 
estimate the first term in (4.6) which leads to the result. [] 
By using Lemma 4.5 and the approximation of Zr(A, A) by Wr(IA 12) we are now 
able to prove Theorem 3.2. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. We start by giving a lower bound for v~+1.7,. Let L e N, 
bo, . . . ,  b, be arbitrary real numbers with b0 = 1, and 
{b0t+l_j j= l  . . . . .  t+ l ,  
x~ = j = t + 2 . . . . .  T. 
Lemma 4.4 gives with r~ = tj - Lj/2 + 1 and 
E bjX l+l - j ,  T =X*Sr (A ,A)x  
J 
S ~ fn  L~-I 2 
=--  ~ x,,+~exp(i,~r) .[(v~,2)d2 + x*xo(1) 
N j=l -~ r=0 
uniformly in t. We know that the index t + 1 is contained exactly in N/S blocks. 
Selecting those blocks and choosing vj = t/T for those blocks gives as a lower bound 
for this expression 
S 
brexp(lzr) f ~ ,2  d)~+x*xo(1) 
N) ~ r=0 
with some numbers/j ~> 1. Each integral represents he prediction error of a predictor 
for a stationary time series with spectral density f ( t /T,  2), which leads to a lower 
bound 
exp ~ log2~f ~,2  d2 +x*xo(1)  
(Kolmogorov's formula, see Brockwell and Davis (1987, Theorem 5.8.1)). Since 
x*x ~x*Xr(A,  A)x 11 St(A, A) -111 we have 
x*Zr(A,A)x(1 + o(1)) ~>exp log2r~f t , :  d2 
and therefore, 
(;) logvt+l,r >~ log 2r~f ,2 d2 + or( l)  (4.8) 
- i t  
uniformly in t. 
To get an upper bound for vt + 1. r we set ~ = min (t, L) with (L/T) In 2 L --* 0, L ~ 
and take those b* 0-) . . . . .  b*(t-) (b*(/-) = l) that lead to an optimal one-step redictor 
based on t observations for a stationary time series with spectral density h(2)= 
f ( t / r ,  2). Let 
{~ ,+t  j j=t+l - - t  . . . . .  t+ l ,  xi = otherwise .  
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We obtain with Lemma 4.5 
Vt+I,T~E b*(i)Xt+l j.r =x*Zr(A,A)x 
j=O 
= j=o , + , L 
Let Sh = {~_~h(2)exp(i2(j- k))d2}j,k= 1..... T. We have 
* "~" d~ X*X<~X*ShXlISflll <~g bj(t-)exp(lttj) f ~ ,2  
71 j=O 
which leads to 
vt+l,r<~{f71 ~b*( t - )exp( iA j )2 f (T ,2 )dA}( l+o(L ln2L)} .  
j=O 
Since the { }-term is the prediction error of a stationary time series we have 
v,+1,r<<-exp{;--~tff711og2rtf(T,A)d2+o,(1)}(1 + OT(1)) 
which implies (i). To prove (ii) we note that for Gaussian processes 
T 
detEr(A, A)= I-[ Vt, r. 
t= l  
Cesaro summability now gives 
log det Zr (A, A) = -~ log v, r 
t= l  
lf:f  = 2~ log2rtf(u, 2)d2du + OT(1). 
71 
Lemma 4.6. Let k ~ N, A/, B/fulfill Assumption 4.3(i), ~b/fulfill Assumption 4.3(ii), 
tq, P2 fulfill Assumption 4.3(iii) and N, S fulfill Assumption 4.3(iv). Then we have (with 
vj = uj = t j~ T in the definition of Wr) 
l t I - I  } (i) ~t r  Wr(¢/) St(A/, B~) 
k /= l  
flY; } = (2rt)2k- 1 4)/(U, 2) A/(u, 2) B/(u, - 2) d2 du rt /=1  
+ O(N-1 ln2k T + N/T) 
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I I H1 t (ii) ~ #ll T WT ((0() ST(At, Br) WT (~)k) ~12 T
k /= l  
flt t = (2~)2k 1 qSz(u, 0) At(u, O) Br(u, O) 4k(U, O) Pl (U) pz(u)du k /= l  
+ O(N-11n2kT + N/T)  
where gir = (#i (1/T) . . . . .  pi(T/r))'. 
In particular, we have the rate O( T-1/21n 2k T) with N = T 1/2. I f  in addition the c~/ 
are twice d(fferentiable in u with uniformly bounded derivative we obtain for the 
remainder terms the rate O(N-11n2k T + N2/T 2 + S/T) leading with N = T 2/a and 
S <~T 1/3 to the rateO(T 2/31n2kT). 
Proof. (i) We give the proof  for k = 1 and k = 2 in detail. Since the general case is 
similar to the case k = 2 we afterwards only give a sketch for general k. We have with 
rj = t j -  L2/2 + 1 
= v (~b)Sv (A,B)} -~tr{WT(C~)ZT(A,B)} ~ tr{W (j) (J'J) 
j= l  
S 
- HL~ (A,~+. r (~'), 2 7) HL, o 
NTj=I  
(4.9) 
We now replace q~(uj, 2) by ~b(uj, 7) and integrate afterwards over 2. The replacement 
error is with Lemma 4.2 and (4.3) bounded by K N-  1 In N, i.e. (4.9) is equal to 
0 2~ ~ ~)(Uj,~)AO+r,T(~)Uri+r.T(-7) d), + O(N-  l ln N) 
i = 1 r=O -n  
2XN_~ ~ ~=oj_ r i+r  r j+r  -~/ )dy+O(N l lnN, .  
j=l T ' 
Since each point of { 1 . . . .  , T} is contained in exactly N/S segments, this is equal to 
2~ dp(u,y) A(u, 7 )B(u , -7 )dTdu+O(N-11nN)+O . 
If 4) is twice differentiable in u we can obtain O(NZ/T 2) instead of O(N/T) .  
For k = 2 we get 
1 
t r  { WT(~)I) ZT(A1, B1)  W T(O2) ST(A z, B2) } 
-~2 j~1 ... -~)~(u~'20c~i(Uk'22)exp{i(71--72)(rj--rk)} 
x HL,(A°,,+-,T(?I), A1 - -  ~)1) HL, (B°r~ + . ,T  ( - -  ' /1 ) ,  "Yl - -  3~2) 
x HL,(AO~+..T(72), 22 -- 72) HL,(B°.¢,+ ..T + ( -- )'2), )'2 -- 21) dT1 d)'2 d,~l d)~2. 
(4.10) 
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We now replace ~b I (Uj, 21)  by ~bl (uj, 71)- We obtain with Lemma 4.2 and Lemma A.6 
of Dahlhaus (1993) 
k~l ~)2 (Uk, ;~2) HL,(B°,r~+ ..T( -- 7a), 71 - -  1~2) 
HL k 0 rk } (A2,,,+ ..T(72), 22 -- Y2)exp { --i(7s -- 72) 
<.KLN(y1- 22) LN(22 - 72) ~+LT/s(S(71- -72))} 
which leads to the following upper bound for the replacement error 
K ~ -~ . . .  -~L" (72  - CvltL,,(Tx - ,h lLN0~2 - -  72) 
x{  N +Lr/s(S(Ts-72))}@ld72621d22<.KN Sln*T 
by using (4.3) and (4.4). Analogously, we replace ~b2 (uk, 22) by ~b2 (uk, 71) and integrate 
over 21 and 22. Thus, (4.10) is equal to 
TN 2 j,k=l 
Lj- 1 
×~ A o o X,rj+r,T(71) n2,rj+r,T( -- 72) exp {i(71 -- 72) r} 
r=O 
La- 1 
x ~ A o o • 2,r,+t,T(72) Bl.,,+t.r( - 71) exp { - 1()'1 - -  72) t} d71 d72 
/=0 
+ O(N-  a ln4 T). 
We now replace A ° s.~+r,r(Ts) by As ((rj + r)/T, 71). Similar to the above replacement 
the error is bounded by 
KTN~ ST  LN(Tt --72) +LT/s(S(71 --72)) d71 d72 ~ KT-11n2T. 
Analogously, we replace A °, B ° and B °. We then replace B2 ((r~ + r)/T,- 72) by 
B 2 ((rj + r ) /T ,  - 71). We obtain with Lemma 4.2 and Lemma A.6 of Dahlhaus (1993) 
 :s2  :oZ ) 82 ' 72 
T ' -- 71 exp {i(71 -- 72) (rj + 
--.<Klvs- 721Lu(71-  72){N+LT/s (S(71-72) )}  
"K{N+Lr/s(S(71-72))}, 
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i.e. the replacement error is with (A.4) bounded by 
K ~  LN(71 --~'2) +LT/s(S()q -72) )  d)'l d72 <~KN l l nT .  
rc 
Similarly, we replace A2((rk+t)/T,  72) by Al( ( rk+t) /T ,71 ). We now set 
C1 (u, 71) = A1 (u, 71) B2 (u, - "/1) and C2 (u, 71) = A2 (b/,)'1) B1 (u, - 71). Thus, (4.10) is 
equal to 
M Lj 1 ,L~-  1 (~g 
(2rc)2 $2 2 2 J q~,(uj, 7)~2(Uk, 7)C, ((rj + r)/T, 7) C2((rk + t)/T, 7)d7 
TN2 j , k= l  r,t=O 
x exp{ ic~(r~+r- rk - t )}d~+O(N- l ln4r )  
- 2 )') C1 ((rj + r ) /T  ), ?,) C2((r j + r)/T ), 7) 
TN 2=1 r=o 
× S k e~K,.r ~ 2 (Uk')') d')' 
where Kj, r is the set of all k such that t := rj + r -  r k E ~0 . . . .  , L k - 1} ,  i.e. such that 
r k ~ rj + r <~ r k + Lk - -  1. Thus, the sum is over all k where rj + r lies in the kth 
segment. Due to the construction of the segments there are exactly N/S segments 
with this property. We now replace (~2(Uk,7) by ~2((r j+r)/T,7).  Since 
I(r i + r)/T - Ukl <<. N /T  the replacement error is of order O(N/T) .  If q~2 is twice 
differentiable in u we use a second order expansion of q~E(Uk, 7) around (rj + r)/T 
leading to a replacement error of O(N2/T 2) for the second order term and a replace- 
ment error of 
S M L 1 S tk - - r j - - r  
Kr-N2,  2 r 
"= r=O keKir  
for the first order term. For 2N/S <~j <~ (T - N)/S we have 
1 
keKi,2 T ~ T \1 /  
N/2<~/S+N t r l ~< N,'2 1 
(since all summands up to at most one can be grouped in groups of two with different 
signs whose sum is bounded by S/T). For the other j  this sum is of order O(N2/(ST)).  
Therefore, we obtain for the replacement error of the first order term 
o . 
Finally we replace the sum over j and r by the integral over u and obtain the 
assertion of the lemma with remainder O(N 1 in 4 T + N/T )  leading with N = T 1/2 
to the result. Under the stronger conditions on ~ we obtain as the remainder 
O(N x in 4 T + N2/T 2 + S/T)  leading with N = T 2/3 and S = T ~/3 to the better rate. 
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For general k the proof is analogous. We only indicate the main steps. We have with 
H =( - rc ,~]  
l{k } 
- - tr  H Wr(qbt)Zr(Ar, Bz) 
T /=1  
- -~N ~ ~b~(usv, 2~ ) exp i ~ 7~(J~-J~+a) 
J ,  . . . . .  Jk = 1 2k V = 1 v = 1 
{k } x H HL,JA°,,,,+.(7~),2~--7v)HL,,~,(B°r~, +.( -Tv) ,W-2~+l )  d2d7 
-¢=a 
where )~k+l = 21 and jk+l =J l .  As in the case k = 2 we now replace ~b~(ujv, 2v) by 
4)v(us,,y~ ) (v= 1, ... ,k) with replacement error O(N-11nZRT), integrate over 
21 . . . .  ,2k, and replace o Av.r~ +r(y~) by A~((rj, + r)/T), ~)  (v = 1 . . . . .  k) with replace- 
ment error O(T -a In 2k T) (the same for B°), leading to 
(2n)ksk V
T-~ ~ f ll, {v_-I~I1 (~v(UJ" ~v) } exp {i v~= l ~v( Jv -- Jv+ l ) } 
exp{i(yv a)t}]d7 
where j o= jk ,  YO=Yk. We now replace successively, e.g. (ak-l(U, yk-1) by 
C~k-l(U, yk 2), then the same by 4)k-a(U, Tk-3) etc. and finally by ~bk l(u,~q) with 
replacement error O(N -1 In 2k T); similarly the arguments in all A and B by Yl and 
- ~1 with replacement error O(N- 1 ln2k T). Integration over ~2, -.., 7k now leads to 
(2~)k- a ifrj, + tl . . . . .  r~, + tk and 0 otherwise. The same arguments as in the case 
k = 2 now give the result. 
(ii) Apart from a few changes the proof is analogous. We therefore only show the 
differences in the case k = 2. We have 
1 
p'~ WT((O~ )Zr(A, B) W T(~b2)#2 
-- TN 2 c~l (u j, 21)~b2(Uk, 22) exp{iT(r s -- rk)}. 
j,k=l n 
, -  ~1 ndA°+. (~)& - - - ~)  
~ ,  22 d21 d3t2 dT. 
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We now replace q~a(Uj, 21) by q~x(Uj, 7) and q52(u~, 22) by ~b2 (uj, 7). The replacement 
error is O(N-11n 4 T). We then integrate over 21 and 2 2 which leads to 
(2tO 2 ~ (Ol(Uj, 7)4)2(Uk, r) exp{iT(r i -- rk)}. 
j , k= l  -It 
0 _ rk + " 0 - -  7 )  dT. 
/ 
We then replace o o A,,+.(7 ) by A((rj + ")/T, 7) and Br~+.( - 7) by B((rk + ")/T, - 7) with 
replacement error O(T - l ln  2 T), i.e. we obtain 
(2Tt)2 $2 Z ~ q~l (uJ, 7)q~z(Uk' 7)//1 a ,7 
TN2 j , k= l  r,t=O -~ 
×#2(rk~t )B(  rk+t  ) 
T ' 7 exp{iT(rj + r-- rk-- t)}d7. 
We now successively replace all arguments ? by 0 leading to an replacement error 
O(N 1 in 2 T). After integration over 7 the main term becomes 
(2rt)3S ~ L~I f r j  + r'~ fr, + r O) 
~- j--'~l q~l(Uj' 0)~1 ~T)  ~2 (~)  A ~=o \ T ' 
\/ r j + r ) .  _NS 2  2tu ,Ol 
keK,., 
with the same Kj, r as above. The result now follows analogously. [] 
We now prove that Wr({4rt 21 AI e}- 1) is an approximate inverse of ST(A, A). 
Lemma 4.7. Let A fullfill Assumption 4.3(i) and N = T 1/2, S <~ N. We then have with 
the T x T identity matrix IT 
1 
~j~IIT - ST(A, A)I/2WT({4U 2IAIZ}-I)ST(A, A)1/21 = O(T 1/aln2 T). (4.11) 
l f  N = T 2/3, S <, T 1/3 and I A[ 2 is twice differentiable in u, then the remainder is of order 
O(T-  1/3 in 2 T). 
Proof. The squared expression of (4.11) is equal to 
1 1 
1-2~tr{WrSr}+~tr{WrSrWrSr} .  
Thus, Lemma 4.6(i) implies the result. [] 
Below we use this approximation result o establish a lemma on the trace behaviour 
of the matrices ST(A/, B/) and their inverses. Apart from the present paper this result 
is needed for the asymptotic treatment of the maximum likelihood estimator 
(Dahlhaus, 1996a). 
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The above approximation of £o = Xr(Ao, Ao) may also be used (together with 
Theorem 3.2(ii)) to construct an approximation of the Gaussian likelihood function 
(3.1), namely 
_1 1 
f f ° r (0 ) -~ j  ° J log4n2f0(u, 2)dRdu +-~(X-  po)'Wr({4n2lAol X)(X- Po) 
fo r  ~ ---oz/£"(uJ'2)~' 
1 1 S M i~ 
=~ _~ l°g4n2f°(u'2)d2du+lN j~=lJ_~fo(uj, 2) 
where 
1 N N/2  2 
i.e. I "u  2) is the periodogram on thejth segment. L i t  j ,  
This approximation is a generalization of the classical Whittle approximation for 
stationary processes (Whittle, 1953). The asymptotic properties of the resulting esti- 
mate Or = arg min Yr(0) may be studied by using Lemma 4.6. 
A similar estimate has been investigated in Dahlhaus (1993). The estimate studied in 
that paper does not use the first and the last N/S blocks but a data taper with the 
remaining blocks. Furthermore, we have replaced #0 by the empirical mean. 
Lemma 4.8. Let k ~ N; A:, B~, C/ fulfill Assumption 4.3(i) and #1, ]A2 fulfill Assumption 
4.3(iii). Let 2;/= XT(A~,B~), Fe =2;r(C/,Cf), and We = wr({4~21CI2} -~} (with 
vj = u i = tj/T in the definition of Wr). Furthermore, let V/ = F~ -1 or 
V/ = Wl({ = 1 . . . . .  k). Then we have 
(i) 1 { } 1 folf~ {~iAf (u ,  2)B~(u,--2)}d2du ~tr  ~J V/X~ =~n IC/(u, 2)[ 2 
/=1  -n  /=1 
+ O(T-  1/2 lnZk+2 T). 
(ii) ~/~lr  V/Xt Vklx2r 
I . /=1  
+ O(T-I/21n 2k÷2 T). 
If the C/ are in addition twice d!fferentiable in u, then the remainder terms are of order 
O(T 2/3 In 2k+2 T). 
Proof. We start with a preliminary consideration. Let Ai = H k'J= I Zij Wij where W~j 
and S~j are matrices as in the assumption and ki e No {if kg = 0 then A~ is the identity 
matrix). Furthermore, let D be a T × T matrix with [I D I] ~ K and 2; is as in the 
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assumption. Then we have 
1 tr{A'l(Y1 -t - - W2)A2S} W1)D(F f  1 
1 
<~ ~ l Z I/2 A ~ (F ;  1 - W1)I I ( r ;  1 - W2) A2Zt/21ll D I[. (4.12) 
Since x*Wx/x*x  is bounded from below W 1 exists and II W-1/211 is bounded. 
Therefore, 
1 1 
~ IS1/2A', (F ; '  - WI) I  2 <~ ~IZl/2A'I(r; ' - W1)F1 wl/21211r;  1/2 ii 4 II wi  ''2 II 2 
~< K tr{A, l (F/ l  _ W1)F1WIF I (F ;  1 _ W1)AlZ } 
= --KT (tr{A'x WIAxZ} - 2 t r{A iW~F1W~A~Z} + tr{A IWxF1W1F1W1 AI~}) 
=O(T  1/2(lnT) 4k'+6) 
by Lemma 4.6 which means that (4.12) is of magnitude O(T -  1/2 (ln T)2(k' + k,)+ 6). 
Suppose now that the assertion holds for all k ~ N and fixed j := # {( I V /= F f  1}. 
For j = 0 this was proved in Lemma 4.6. For j = 1 we obtain from (4.12) with 
D = /" ~/ "1  = /"2 
- - t r{A' l /"  1A2Z} = 2 r ~t r  {AIWA21:} - tr {A'~ N/"WA2S} 
+ o( r -  1/2 (ln T)  2(k'÷k2~*4) 
leading to the result. For  j + 1 let 
( FI w/~/ ) = ~ ( w[k'-1 )/"~ (/=k2~i+l ~_,/1W/ )~ k Wl~//]/"kll~kl\l=~t~_ 1 Wl~/ 1 
=: A~F~IDF~I  A2Zk. 
Eq. (4.12) again leads to the required upper bound. Under additional assumptions on 
the C/we get with the same arguments the stronger ate of convergence. To prove (ii) 
we show by similar arguments that 
1 , , _ W2)Az#2T ~// ITAI (F1 1 _ W1)D(F2  1 _ = O(T  1/:(ln T)Z(k'+k")+6). (4.13) 
The rest of the proof is analogous. 
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